
BTEC NATIONAL DIPLOMA BUSINESS STUDIES COURSEWORK

The Edexcel Level 3 BTEC National Award in Business consists of four core units plus combination of coursework,
pre-released material and a written exam.

The course is available from Edexcel and is in many different subjects. Travel and Tourism[ edit ]. Students
learn to research, give presentations, produce papers and projects, work in teams, develop their
communication skills and study a wide range of business topics. The core units provide an underpinning
knowledge of business as well as basic business skills. There are multiple disciplines of engineering available,
such as: Aeronautical Engineering , Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. This qualification is
mainly studied in further education colleges and along with the right passes at GCSE , can qualify you for
degree level at university. Some assignments involve a large project lasting 8 or 10 weeks. How much will my
course cost? A: No. How will I be assessed? You must also be undertaking a course of study that is at Level 3
or above, e. The work placement element of the BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma is particularly valued by
universities considering admissions for these subjects. These courses provide a practical and theoretical
introduction to business which will suit those who want the study of business to be a substantial or dominant
part of their studies. Students are assessed by coursework only and Possibly 2 Internal Exams. Credits not
spent at the end of each day will be withdrawn. This is often a very good alternative way to achieve A Levels
in the UK, excluding parts of Scotland. After an initial introduction to the important concepts and theory, you
will be given a variety of tasks to complete. They can also lead to further study in Business related fields at
university. The BTEC credit Level 3 Business Diploma is the vocational equivalent to two A Levels and is
available as a September start course taught over one academic year or a January start course taught over three
academic terms. As a result Business Studies is a relevant course choice for all students. Q: Can I use a
computer for the coursework? It is essential that you speak to a Student Advisor prior to enrolling on a course
to discuss your personal circumstances, childcare needs and to find out if there are funds available. Each unit
carries the same weight. Students cannot get a meal with temporary ID cards. There is feedback at the end of
each unit, allowing students to develop a clear sense of how they are progressing. The new BTECs are made
up of mandatory and optional units. Eligibility for help with childcare costs is based on your personal
circumstances. It contains two booklets which are about pages long. A: Yes, all coursework is produced on a
computer.


